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Abstract

Channel errors have a very detrimental effect on the perceptual video quality. Despite the research done in
the field of wireless multimedia, delivery of real-time interactive video over noisy wireless channels is still a
challenge for researchers. This paper presents a method for improving the quality of video transport using
H.264/AVC over wireless networks that is the prioritization of different parts of I- and P-frames. The
effectiveness of the technique is demonstrated by examining its performance when the transport of the
prioritized video streams can be accomplished using packet switching technology over the enhanced general
packet radio service (GPRS) access network infrastructure.
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1. Introduction
The 2.5/3G personal communications systems such as the GPRS/EGPRS networks are becoming
a reality now. This new generation is being designed to be able to provide data and multimedia
services. In addition to conventional voice communication services (provided by the second
generation global mobile system (GSM) [1] networks), the 2.5/3G mobile networks will support a
high data rate transmission that will enable the support of a wide range of real-time mobile
multimedia services (including combinations of video, speech/audio and data/text streams) with the
quality of service (QoS) control. With 2.5/3 G, mobile users will have the ability to remotely
connect to the Internet while retaining access to all its facilities (such as e-mail and Web browsing
sessions). Mobile terminals will be enabled to access remote websites and multimedia-rich
databases with entering the Web browsers of these terminals. All mentioned services require a realtime transmission of video data over fixed and mobile networks with varying bandwidth and error
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rate characteristics. Due to the huge bandwidth requirements of raw video signals, they must be
compressed before transmission in order to optimize the required bandwidth to provide a
multimedia service.
Image and video coding technology has witnessed an evolution, from the first generation
canonical pixel-based coders to the second-generation segmentation-, fractal-, and model-based
coders to the most recent third-generation content-based coders. Both the ITU and international
organization for standardization (ISO) [2] have released standards for still image and video coding
algorithms that employ waveform-based compression techniques to trade-off between the
compression efficiency and the quality of reconstructed signals. After the release of the first still
image coding standard (namely, JPEG in 1991), ITU recommended the standardization of its first
video compression algorithm (namely, ITU H.261) for low bit rate communications over the ISDN,
in 1993. Intensive work has since been carried out to develop improved versions of this ITU
standard, and this has culminated in a number of video coding standards (namely, MPEG-1 (1991)
for audiovisual data storage on CD-ROM, MPEG-2 (or ITU-T H.262, 1995) for HDTV applications,
and ITU H.263 (1998)
for very low bit rate
MPEG-4/ASP
Standards
H.263/HLP
MPEG-2
communications over the
PSTN networks). The
38.62%
48.80%
64.46%
newest video coding H.264/AVC
standard is developed
MPEG-4/ASP
---16.65%
42.95%
by the joint of video H.263/HLP -----teams of ISO/IEC
----30.615
MPEG
and
ITU_T
VCEG
as
the
international standard 14496-10 (MPEG-4 part 10) advanced video coding standard (AVC) [3,4].
Today H.264/AVC has been very successful in many applications including digital media storage,
video streaming, TV and so on. H.264/AVC has gained more and more attention; mainly due to its
high coding efficiency, minor increase in decoder complexity compared to existing standards,
adaptation to delay constraints, error robustness, and network friendliness [1, 2]. Table 1[3] and
figure 1[4] show the performance comparisons using MPEG-2, MPEG-4 (ASP), and H.264/AVC.
Table 1: Average bit-rate reduction compared to prior coding schemes.

Figure 1: Performance comparison of different video coding standards.
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To achieve an outstanding coding performance, H.264/AVC employs several powerful coding techniques
such as directional prediction of intra-coded blocks, inter-prediction with variable block-size motion
compensation, multi-reference frame motion estimation, motion vectors with quarter-pel accuracy, in-loop
deblocking filter, 4  4 integer transform, and the forth. In this paper, for error resilience over error-prone
wireless communication channels, a new encoding is made using of H.264/AVC [3] [4]. Since the
H.264/AVC coded video data are highly sensitive to information loss and channel bit errors, the decoded
video quality is bound to suffer dramatically at high channel bit error ratios. This quality degradation is
unacceptable when no error control mechanism is employed to protect coded video data against the hostility
of error-prone environments. In certain cases, these streams are required to travel across a number of
asymmetric networks until they get to their final destinations. Consequently, the coded video bit streams
have to be transmitted in the form of packets whose structure and size depend on the underlying transport
protocols. During transmission, these packets and the enclosed video payloads are exposed to channel errors
and excessive delays; and hence to information loss. Lost packets impair the reconstructed picture quality if
the video decoder does not take any action to remedy the resulting information loss. The effects of a bit error
on the decoded video quality can be categorized into three different classes as follows.
I) A single bit error on one video parameter does not have any influence on segments of video data
other than the damaged parameter itself. In other words, the error is limited in this case to a single
macro block (MB) that does not take part in any further prediction processes. (One example of this
category is encountered when an error hits a fixed-length intra DC coefficient of a certain MB which
is not used in the coder motion prediction process.) Since the affected MB is not used in any
subsequent prediction, the damage will be localized and confined only to the affected MB. This kind
of error is the least destructive to the QoS.
II) The second type of error is more problematic because it inflicts an accumulative damage in both
time and space due to the prediction process. (One example of this category is encountered when the
prediction residual of motion vectors is sent; and hence the bit errors in the motion code words
propagate until the end of frame.) Moreover, the error propagates to subsequent inter coded frames
due to the temporal dependency induced by the motion compensation process. This effect can be
mitigated if the actual motion vectors (MVs) are encoded instead of the prediction residual.
III) The worst effect of bit errors occurs when the synchronization is lost and the decoder is no
longer able to figure out that the received information belongs to which part of the frame. This
category of error is caused by the bit rate variability characteristics. When the decoder detects an
error in a variable length code word, it skips all the forthcoming bits (regardless of their correctness)
when searching for the first error-free synch word to recover the state of synchronization.
Since real-time video transmissions are sensitive to time delays, the issue of re-transmitting the
erroneous video data is totally ruled out. Therefore, other forms of error control strategy must be
employed to mitigate the effects of errors inflicted on coded video streams during transmission.
Different error control strategies are as follows:
- Concealment techniques: These techniques are decoder-based and incur no changes on the
transport technologies employed. Moreover they do not place any redundancy on the compressed
video streams and thus referred to as zero-redundancy or error concealment techniques.
- Resilience techniques: These error control schemes operate at the encoder and apply a variety of
techniques to enhance the robustness of compressed video data to channel errors.
- Packetization techniques: This error control mechanism operates at the transport level and tries to
optimize the packet structure of coded video frames in terms of their error performance as well as
channel throughput.
This paper is focused on the two error effects, part I and II, and presents some error resilience
techniques based on unequal error protection (UEP) for H.264/AVC coding over the GPRS mobile
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networks. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Layering syntax of H.264/AVC is briefly
introduced in Section 2. Proposed data partitioning for INTRA- and INTER-frames are described in
section 3 and 4 respectively. Experimental results are given in section 5 and finally Section 6
concludes the paper.
2. Layering Syntax for ITU-T H.264/AVC Video Coding Standard
In common with earlier standards, H.264/AVC does not define the encoder, but defines the syntax of an
encoded video bit stream together with the method of decoding the bit stream [16, 17]. To achieve an
outstanding coding performance, H.264/AVC employs several powerful coding techniques such as
directional prediction of intra-coded blocks, inter-prediction with variable block-size motion compensation,
multi-reference frame motion estimation, motion vectors with quarter-pel accuracy, in-loop deblocking filter,
4  4 integer transform, and the forth. The improvement in coding performance comes mainly from the intraand inter-prediction. The Intra- and Inter- prediction error is more problematic because it inflicts an
accumulative damage in both time and space due to the prediction process. (One example of this category is
encountered when the prediction residual and motion vectors are sent; and hence the bit errors in the motion
vector propagate until the end of frame.) Moreover, the error propagates to subsequent inter coded frames
due to the temporal dependency induced by the motion compensation process. The H.264 codec consists of two
main layers: the video coding layer (VCL) and the network abstraction layer (NAL). VCL provides the core
compressed video contents and produces the coded data. NAL performs packetization of the coded bitstream and
supports delivery over various types of network. For layered transmission of the coded video, H.264 supports data
partitioning. In this method, the bitstream is divided according to importance into a number of partitions. The first
partition carries the most important data (i.e. addressing, Intra- and Inter-Prediction vectors), and the other partitions
contain less important information (i.e. residual data). In H.264 when using data partitioning, each slice is divided into
three partitions (three NAL units). NAL-A is the most important unit, followed by NAL-B and finally NAL-C.
Ideally for transmission, each NAL unit should be protected according to its importance. In this paper NAL-A will be
considered as the first part, and NAL-B & NAL-C (denoted as NAL-BC) will be grouped in the second part.
Intra-Prediction Mode Decision

Intra-prediction is based on the observation that adjacent macroblocks tend to have similar properties.
Prediction may be formed for each 4  4 luma block (I4MB), 16  16 luma MB (I16MB), and 8  8 chroma
block. For prediction of 4  4 luminance blocks, the 9 directional modes consist of a DC prediction (Mode 2)
and 8 directional modes (labeled 0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8) as shown in Figure 2(a). In Figure 2(b), the block
(values of pixels “a” to “p”) is to be predicted using A to Q pixel values.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Intra-prediction modes for 4  4 luminance blocks. (b) Labeling of prediction samples.
The DC prediction (mode 2) is useful for those blocks with little or no local activities, the other modes (1-8)
may only be used if all required prediction samples are available. For regions with less spatial details (i.e., flat
regions), H.264/AVC supports 16  16 intra-coding; in which one of four prediction modes (DC, vertical,
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horizontal, and planar) is chosen for prediction of the entire luminance components of the macroblock as
shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: Intra 16  16 prediction modes. (a) Mode 0(vertical). (b) Mode 1(Horizontal). (C) Mode 2(DC). (d)
Mode 3(plane).
H.264/AVC supports four chroma prediction modes for 8  8 chrominance blocks, similar to that of the
I16MB prediction, except that the order of mode numbers is different: DC (Mode 0), horizontal (Mode 1),
vertical (Mode 2), and plane (Mode 3). This paper selects NAL-A for I4MB and NAL-BC for I16MB to
reduce error propagation in H.264.
Inter-Prediction Mode Decision
Inter-prediction is based on using motion estimation and compensation to take advantage of temporal
redundancies that exist between successive frames. The important differences from earlier standards include
the support for a range of block sizes (down to 4  4), multiple reference frames, and fine sub-pixel motion
vectors (1/4 pixel in the luma component).
H.264/AVC supports motion compensation block sizes ranging from 16  16 to 4  4 luminance samples
with many options between the two. The luminance component of each macroblock (16  16 samples) may be
split up in 4 ways as 16  16, 16  8, 8  16 or 8  8. If the 8  8 mode is chosen, each of the four 8  8
macroblock partitions within the macroblock may be split in a further 4 ways as 8  8, 8  4, 4  8 or 4  4. The
four macroblock type sizes and four macroblock subtype sizes are shown in figure 5. These partitions and
sub-partitions give rise to a large number of possible combinations within each macroblock.

Figure 4: Variable block size in H.264, (a) sizes for a MB type, (b) sizes for a sub MB type.
A separate motion vector is required for each partition or sub-partition. Each motion vector must be coded
and transmitted; in addition, the choice of partition(s) must be encoded in the compressed bitstream.
Choosing a large partition size (e.g., 16  16, 16  8, 8  16) means that a small number of bits are required to
indicate the choice of motion vector(s) and the type of partition; however, the motion compensated residual
may contain a significant amount of energy in frame areas with high details. Choosing a small partition size
(e.g., 8  4, 4  4, etc.) may give a lower energy residual after motion compensation, but requires a larger
number of bits to signal the motion vectors and the choice of partition(s). The choice of partition size
therefore has a significant impact on compression (a small partition size may be beneficial for detailed areas).
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H.264/AVC as an enhanced reference picture selection as H.263++ enables efficient coding by allowing an
encoder to select (for motion compensation purposes) among a large number of pictures that have been
decoded and stored in the decoder. This paper presents a method for improving the quality of video transport using
H.264/AVC over wireless networks that is the prioritization of different parts of Intra- and inter-prediction data.

3. Robust Transmission of Intra Prediction Data
Intra prediction treats a video frame as a still image without any temporal prediction employed.
In this case, the frames are coded without any reference to video information in previous frames. In
intra frame (I-frame) coding mode, all MBs of a frame are intra coded. Therefore, an INTRA frame
could be used to refresh the picture quality after a certain number of frames have been INTER
coded. Moreover, INTRA frames could be used as a trade-off between the bit rate and the error
robustness. For robust video communications, the Intra coded blocks must be optimally coded.
Protecting the INTRADC coefficients of an I-frame with a convolutional coder does not make an Iframe fully resilient to channel errors. A bit error that corrupts one of the variable-length codes of an
I-frame leads to the loss o synchronization even when INTRADC coefficients are protected with
FEC techniques. To reduce the vulnerability of I-frames to channel errors that lead to loss of
synchronization, all the fixed-length INTRADC coefficients must be transmitted using NAL-A. For
a QCIF-size sequence, the fixed length section of the I-frame contains 594 INTRADC coefficients,
16-bit long each with half-rate convolutional coding. If an error is still detected in the fixed-length
segment of the I-frame, the decoder preserves its synchronization and goes to the next 16-bit
protected INTRADC coefficient in the I-frame. However, if an error is detected in one of the VLC
words in the variable-length section, the decoder sets to zero all the AC coefficients following the
position of error. This error resilience scheme is used in this paper that gives a noticeable
improvement to the subjective and objective quality of the I-frame, as indicated by figure 4 and 5,
respectively.

Figure 5: Frame 71 of the walking person sequence encoded at 64 kbit/s and transmitted over a
GPRS channel with random error distribution and BER= 10 : (a) ordinary H.264, (b) Robust I-frame
coding.
4
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Figure 6: Y-PSNR values for 150 frames of the walking person sequence encoded with ordinary
H.264 and robust I-frame coding, BER=10 .
4

4. INTER FRAMES CODING USING UNEQUAL ERROR PROTECTION OVERE GPRS
A. Sensitivity to Errors of H.264/AVC Video Parameters
In a video sequence, adjacent frames could be strongly correlated. This temporal correlation could be exploited to achieve
higher compression efficiency. Exploiting the correlation could be accomplished by coding only the difference between a frame
and its reference. In most cases, the reference frame used for prediction is the previous frame in the sequence. The resulting
difference image is called the residual image or the prediction error. This coding mode is called INTER frame or predicted
frame (P-frame) coding.
INTER coding mode uses the block matching (BM) motion estimation process where each MB in the currently processed
frame is compared to MBs that lie in the previous reconstructed frame within a search window of user-defined size. The
displacement vector between the current MB and its best match 16*16 matrix in the previous reconstructed frame is called the
motion vector (MV) and is represented by a vertical and horizontal component.
Motion prediction process in block-based video coding algorithms makes the compressed bit stream more sensitive
to errors and information loss. For instance, a bit error in differential MV of a MB or one of its candidate MV predictors
can lead to incorrect reconstruction of the MB. The reason is that the decoder becomes unable to compensate for the
motion of the currently processed MB with respect to its best-match matrix in the reference frame. An erroneous MV
leads to incorrect reconstruction of its corresponding MB and other MBs, whose MV depend on the erroneous MV as a
candidate predictor. This MV dependency is the main reason for video quality degradation in both spatial and temporal
domains. This effect can be mitigated if the actual MV is Transmitted using NAL_A. encoded instead of the prediction
residual. In Figure 7, for walking person sequence encoded at 30 Kbit/s, the quality of reconstructed frames using MVD
is compared with that of actual MV value.

Figure 7: PSNR values at different error rates with and without motion vector prediction for walking person sequence.

Motion-compensated residual values such as Frame intensity values are coded as texture. The basic tools for coding the
texture are similar to the MPEG-1 and MPEG-2. Thus, they are transformed using the H transform, and then scalar
quantized and entropy coded by a CAVLC or CABAC. Usually, the majority data of each packet is made up of texture
information; the loss of which causes much less distortion at decoder than if motion or header data is lost. It is obvious that
MVs and synchronization words are more sensitive to errors than texture data. Here, walking person and Stefan sequences
are used to analyze the error sensitivity of data in the first and second partitions of an H.264 video packet. At the decoder, a
simple error concealment technique sets both MVs and texture blocks of the concealed I-frames to zero, while it copies the
same MB from the previous frame to the current error-concealed I-frames. Figure 8 shows that while texture errors can be
concealed with reasonable efficacy, the concealment of motion data results in reconstructed frames that contain a high
degree of distortion. The subjective results shown in Figure 8 confirm the above mentioned error sensitivities. These errors
are demonstrated by the PSNR values of Figure 9. Corruption of texture produces little effect in terms of visible distortion
until the bit stream is subjected to high error rates.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 8: (a), (d), Error free sequences. (b), (e), Motion data,
(c), (f), texture data, all corrupted at BER= 5  10 4 .

Figure 9: Sensitivity to errors of H.263 video parameters generated by walking person and Stefan sequences, with corruption of the first and second
partition.

B. General Packet Radio Service:
The 2G mobile cellular networks, namely GSM, do not provide sufficient capabilities for routing of packet data. In
order to support packet data transmission and allow the operator to offer efficient radio access to external IP-based
networks (such as the internet and corporate intranets), the general packet radio service (GPRS) has been developed by
the European telecommunication standards institute (ETIS) and added to the GSM. The GPRS permits packet mode
data transmission and reception based on IP technology. For data packet transmission in the GPRS network, at the time
the session is set up, the mobile terminal is identified by an IP address assigned to it either permanently or dynamically.
In addition to the packet structure, the QoS of video communications over the future mobile networks depends on a
number of other parameters, namely the available throughput and the employed channel coding schemes. For example,
the GPRS data is transmitted over the packet data traffic channel (PDTCH) after being error-protected using one of four
possible channel protection schemes, namely CS-1, CS-2, CS-3, and CS-4. Table 1 shows the data rates per timeslot for
each of the four channel protection schemes. The first three coding schemes use convolutional codes and block check
sequences of different strengths to produce different protection rates. The CS-2 and CS-3 use punctured versions of the
CS-1 code, thereby allowing for a greater user payload at the expense of reduced performance in error-prone
environments. However, the CS-4 only provides error detection functionality and is therefore not suitable for video
transmission purposes. The four channel coding schemes supported by the GPRS can be used to offer different levels of
protection for separate video streams.

Code
Scheme

TABLE 2
GPRS CHANNEL CODING SCHEMES
Radio block
Data rate/slot
rate
payload (bits)
(kbit/s)
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CS1
CS2
CS3
CS4

1/2
2/3
3/4
1

181
268
312
428

8.0
12.35
14.25
20.35

In this work, the stream prioritization scheme described above was tested on simulated GPRS mobile access channel, so
that each stream will be transported over a different mobile bearer channel as offered by the underlying network.
C. H.264 Data Prioritization partitioning: Proposed Method
Since real-time video transmissions are sensitive to time delays, the issue of re-transmitting the erroneous video
data is impractical. Therefore, other forms of error control strategies must be employed to mitigate the effects of errors
inflicted on coded video streams during transmission. Some of these error control schemes employ data recovery
techniques that enable decoders to conceal the effects of errors by predicting the lost (or corrupted) video data from
previously reconstructed error-free information. These techniques are decoder-based and incur no changes on the
employed transport technologies. More ever, they do not merge any redundancy on compressed video streams and thus
are referred to as zero redundancy error concealment techniques. Concealment at the decoder is based on exploiting the
spatial and temporal data redundancy to obtain an estimate of the lost texture data. The efficiency of error concealment
depends on the amount of redundancy in texture and compressed bit streams that are not removed by the source encoder.
To be more specific, error resilience for compressed video can be achieved through the addition of suitable transport and
error concealment methods, as outlined in the system block diagram shown in Figure 10.
Another error control scheme used for H.264 allows multi-layered video coding. The compressed bit stream in the
video sequence consists of a number of layers; namely the NAL-A and a number of enhancement layers such as NALBC. The base layer contains information that is essential for texture reconstruction, while the enhancement layers
contribute to improve the perceptual quality at the expense of additional overhead bits. The compression ratio of
enhancement layers is a compromise between the coding efficiency and video quality. If the channel can handle high bit
rates, then more enhancement layers can be accommodated to improve the output quality. Conversely, in situations such
as congestion of network links, only the base layer is transmitted to avoid traffic explosion and to guarantee the
maximum possible video quality. In addition to its scalability benefits, the layered video coding has inherent errorresilience benefits; particularly when the base layer can be transmitted with higher priority and the enhancement layers
with lower priority. The layered video coding is usually accompanied by the use of unequal error protection to enable the
high-priority base layer to achieve a guaranteed QoS and the enhancement layers to produce quality refinement. This
approach is known as layered coding with transport prioritization, and is used extensively to facilitate error resilience in
video transport systems.
A similar method to improve the quality of video transport over networks is the prioritization of different parts of the
video bit stream by sending data as different separate streams. In this work we use data partitioning prioritization for
H.263 robust I-frame, which the error resilience is improved for video bit stream by sending the data as two separate
streams. This enables the video encoder to demand the network to send the data using channels with different priorities.
This allows the encoder to allocate a higher priority to the more error-sensitive data and transmit it over higher quality
and more reliable channels. This Section describes the proposed prioritization method using H.263 over a GPRS channel
model. In this paper, in addition to prioritization error control, a simple error concealment technique sets both the MVs
and the texture blocks of the concealed inter frames to zero, while it copies the same MB from the previous frame to the
current error-concealed intra frames.
The simulated scenario is shown in Figure 11, in which the video frame is H.263 encoded and separated into two
segments, with high- and low-priority. Then, the video data are produced by the encoder and the RTP/UDP/IP protocols
are encapsulated to them. They are then passed through different schemes of wireless GPRS links and sends to the end
system. The NAL-A and NAL-BC partitions are streamed using the CS-1 and CS-3, respectively. At the end system the
two different radio bearer channels are decoded and combined to reconstruct the data.
The comparison is made among partitioning the proposed method using CS-1, CS-3, and single streaming over CS-2.
For real-time operation, video packets are encapsulated into RTP packets and transmitted using the UDP transport
protocol. Figure 12 shows the PSNR values obtained for walking person sequence coded with H.264 and sent over
GPRS using the prioritized video transport technique described above. Here, the two data-partitioned output streams are
generated using mobile multimedia systems and H.264 verification model software. They are subsequently encapsulated
into RTP packets for real-time transmission. The CS-1 is used to protect the high-priority video stream and CS-3 is used
to protect the low-priority stream for the prioritized video transport of partitioned video data. However, only the CS-2 is
used to protect the single stream output with no prioritization. The PSNR values (see Figure 12) show that the
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prioritization of video streams for UEP protection and transport over two GPRS radio bearer channels offers a better
objective performance than the single stream case with EEP and no transport prioritization. Figure 13 shows the
subjective quality resulted from frame 71, for single and prioritized stream transmissions.
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Figure 10: PSNR for walking person sequence encoded with H.263 translated over a GPRS channel using both the single stream and prioritized
stream transport mechanisms.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Frame 71 of walking person. (a) Single stream transmission. (b) Prioritized stream transmission.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
H.264 standard is used for illustration. Also the stream prioritization scheme described above was tested on
simulated GPRS mobile access channel, so that each stream will be transported over a different mobile bearer channel as
offered by the underlying network.
Also a variable to fixed length code system solution is introduced, that avoids the errors propagation due to
synchronization loss in the payload. In typical video sequences, and in H.264 standard, the H transform coefficients
represent about 80% of the bit stream. They are sensitive to synchronization loss because most of them are CAVLC
encoded. In the proposed solution, all these information bits are no more sensitive to synchronization loss. A typical
video sequence called “Stefan” is used for the simulation results(figure 15). An error on one bit on a non null frequency
DCT coefficient, noted AC, is created in the H.264binary stream and in the proposed solution binary stream. The error is
on the same position and the same codeword in both cases for comparison. The error becomes local: only the codeword
that is corrupted by the erroneous bit is corrupted, and the remaining bit stream is still correct. So, there is no more error
propagation due to CAVLC loss of synchronization. With the new solution, the video bit stream can be transmitted using
less protected transmission schemes which have higher data rates. The video quality is controlled since the number of
bits used to encode CAVLC codewords into fixed sized codeword is based on the probability of occurrence of the
codewords. This adaptive system reduces the needed data rate for the transmission for similar image quality.
The PSNR values shown in Figure 16, demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed error resilience tools in improving
the quality of a video service over the GPRS. As shown in these figures, data prioritization partitioning using robust Iframe with synchronization has the best performance.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 12: (a) An error on one bit of one AC coefficient is created in the standard H263 bit stream. (b) The same error is created in the new solution
H.263 bit stream. The error is not visible.
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Figure 13: PSNR values for robust I-frame video transmission over GPRS, for Stefan sequence.
VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a prioritized streaming technique for video, I- and P-frame, translation over simulated
GPRS mobile networks. Also a variable to fixed length code system is introduced that avoids the errors propagation due
to synchronization loss in the payload. Subjective and objective results have been analyzed. The results have shown that
the proposed method provides considerable improvement in QoS, when transmitting image sequences over GPRS
mobile channels.
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